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Abstract— Big Data is an emerging data intensive computing technology to extract intrinsic information from large scale 

variety forms of rapidly growing data. Big Data Analytics is a data science paradigm, which employs several statistical and 

machine learning tools for effective and quick decision making. As Cloud computing technologies are coming into reality, 

several Cloud providers are offering large scale computing and storage facilities as services based on pay and consumption 

models to the end users. Due, to their service oriented delivery of Clouds, these are turning as back end infrastructure to 

address several big data mining problems in Big Data computing.  As the convergence of Clouds and Big Data is turning into 

new area aka “Big Data Clouds”, there is a need to address several under pinning technical elements of Big Data computing in 

Clouds. In this paper, we discuss Service oriented scheduling mechanisms to serve Big Data Analytics in Clouds infrastructure 

as services. Our main focus is on scheduling aspects, which bring out the several issues, thus meeting the constraints, and 

Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. We initially, bring about several challenges in scheduling the Big Data problems over 

Clouds infrastructure, followed by offering the service oriented analytics deliver over Clouds based SLAs and the Quality of 

Service while considering the dead line, budget constraints. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Big Data is an emerging data intensive computing 

technology to extract intrinsic information from large scale 

variety forms of rapidly growing data. Big Data Analytics is 

a data science paradigm, which employs several statistical 

and machine learning tools for effective and quick decision 

making. As Cloud computing technologies are coming into 

reality, several Cloud providers are offering large scale 

computing and storage facilities as services based on pay and 

consumption models to the end users. Due, to their service 

oriented delivery of Clouds, these are turning as back end 

infrastructure to address several big data mining problems in 

Big Data computing.  As the convergence of Clouds and Big 

Data is turning into new area aka “Big Data Clouds”, there is 

a need to address several under pinning technical elements of 

Big Data computing in Clouds. 

 

In Clouds, the resources are offered as services to the end 

users. Such services are dynamically provisioned to the 

customers according to their need basis. As Big Data 

Analytics require the computing and storage resources for 

analysis, the same could be delivered by the respective Cloud 

providers, with whom the users are subscribed for carrying 

out the necessary computing. Hence, Clouds make as back 

end platform for computing on demand and payments are 

made on based on the resources those are consumed. 

However, the challenges here include, performing the 

application execution without violating the service Level 

Agreements and meeting the constraints. The major 

constraints are from scheduling the applications with the 

constraints like time and budget. The scheduling mechanisms 

need to be designed such that, the results could be delivered 

meeting the Quality of Service, without violating the Service 

Level Agreements thus meeting the constraints. 

The system architecture is as below: 

Figure 1: System Architecture 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section I contains 

the introduction of Cloud, Big data Analytics and 
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scheduling , Section II contain the related work of 

scheduling in big data cloud, Section III contain the some 

metrics to consider for Scheduling  in big data cloud, IV 

concludes.  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

In this section, Previous works on scheduling in Data Grids 

[1][2]have been more concerned with the relationship 

between job assignment and data replication based on 

computation and data proximity. Mohammed et.al [3] 

discussed a Close-to-Files algorithm, searching the entire 

solution space for a combination of computational and 

storage resources for minimizing the processing time with 

the restriction of one dataset per job for execution.  

 

Srikumar[4] described scheduling the distributed data 

intensive applications on global grids based on a set coverage 

approach for cost and time minimizing problems. This 

approach is based on the availability of both computation and 

data resources; however, data transfer from replicated sites 

and the selection of efficient computing nodes for 

minimizing the execution times are not addressed. 

 
Big Data computing frameworks such as Apache Hadoop [5] 

is an open source implementation for MapReduce scheduling 

methods; the examples are Fair [6], Capacity [7], and 

Throughput [8].  

 

Fair Scheduler is a pluggable group scheduler where in each 

group gets equal time slots for computation. Capacity 

Scheduler is similar to FIFO within each queue, but limiting 

the maximum resources per queue. Throughput Scheduler 

reduces overall job completion time on heterogeneous cluster 

by actively assigning tasks to computing nodes based on the 

server capabilities. Shared Scan Schedulers S3  

 

[9] allows sharing the scan of a common file for multiple 

jobs arriving at different time intervals thus improving the 

performance of multiple jobs which are operating on a 

common data file. 

 

[12] The proposed family/group scheduling model addresses 

the data intensive problems to minimize the turnaround time 

of the jobs where the computing and data resources are 

decoupled. The paper uses group scheduling for data-aware , 

big data cloud. The scheduling is implemented using genetic 

algorithm/  

 

III. METRICS  

Scheduling in big data cloud, the following metrics are used. 

 Data proximity 

 Cost  

 Time 

 Fair 

 System Capacity 

 System throughput  

 FIFO 

 Total compute time 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As the convergence of Clouds and Big Data is turning into 

new area aka “Big Data Clouds”, there is a need to address 

several under pinning technical elements of Big Data 

computing in Clouds one among is scheduling. The objective 

is to minimize the turnaround time of the jobs over the 

computing nodes. Determining the scheduling aspects, which 

bring out the several issues, thus meeting the constraints like 

dead line, budget constraints, and Quality of Service (QoS) 

parameters  
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